


make the timemake the time

250ml juices
- 250ml glass bottles
- Not from concentrate
- Ambient
- 12 bottles per case
- 10 varieties
- 100% natural



1litre juices
- 1000ml glass bottles
- Not from concentrate
- Ambient
- 6 bottles per case
- 7 varieties
- 100% natural
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330ml Long club soda water
- 330ml cans
- Zero calories
- 100% natural
- Ambient

- Fast chill in fridge
- Recyclable packaging
- 6 cans per retail box / 4 boxes per case
- 24 cans per case for hospitality

� si� ed �  a long 
mixer �  � � thy 
drink on � s own
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Sparkling drinks
- 100% natural
- Ambient
- Fast chill in fridge

- 250ml cans
- Recyclable packaging
- 6 cans per retail box /
  2 boxes per case
- 12 cans per case for
   hospitality
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Fridgepacks

-  8 cans per fridgepack
- 3 fridgepacks per case

150ml Mixers
- 100% natural
- Ambient
- Fast chill in fridge

- 150ml cans
- Recyclable packaging
- 24 cans per case for
  hospitality

make the time



200ml Tonic waters
-  200ml bottles
-  Ambient
-  24 bottles per case
- 4 varieties
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Points of
interest

We source fruits from the
same habitats to get a

consistent quality
and taste.

We use just a handful of 
ingredients, but of really good 

quality. Just like the principles of 
traditional Italian cuisine.

LESS IS MORE

We specially select varieties of fruit 
that make our drinks taste distinc-
tive, and for consistency we never 

chop and change.

VARIETIES PROVENANCE

Every year we return to the 
same farming communities to 

support their need for
a sustainable income.

SUSTAINABILITY

None of our core ingredients are 
ever over-processed; just pressed, 
squeezed or distilled soon after 

they’ve been picked.

FARM NOT FACTORY

Wherever possible we source
our ingredients from

British farmers.

BRITISH

make the time



We REDUCED our carbon 
emissions by 33% in 2019.

Additionally, we offset 110% of our 
REMAINING carbon footprint by 
investing in schemes that remove 
CO2 from the atmosphere e.g. tree 
planting and rainforest protection. 

97% of ingredients used are 
sourced sustainably from the 
same farms and farm communities 
as in every prior year.

We’ve done this since we made our 
first bottle.

51% of all ingredients are grown 
by British farmers

All citrus fruit comes from Europe 
as it’s closest to the UK and keeps
our food miles down

100% of our drinks are 100% 
packed in easily recyclable
packaging materials

Environment

We are committed to
reducing...
- Our carbon footprint
- Our food miles
- Our food waste
- Non-recyclable packaging

We are focused on
increasing...
- Sustainability
- Support for British farmers
- Our contribution to local
  communities and charities

Cuckmere River Valley, South Downs National Park. Home to Folkington’s

We picked 181 tonnes of Apples that farmers 
never pick, but leave to waste. Which prevented a 
further 280 tonnes of greenhouse gasses if they’d 
been left to decompose

REDUCE
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Do you use wonky 
fruit?

Yes, of course. Most drinks businesses do.

In the world of Fruit and Veg, it’s survival of the prettiest. The 
good-looking stuff is sold in shops and the wonky stuff goes 
to be made into juice, ice cream, pies, soups and so on. All 
different shapes and sizes go to make a Folkington’s. 
We’ve always judged on taste, not looks.

What do you do to help 
the climate?

Mr Mitchell, one of our British

farmers who grow our apples & pears.

Food Waste is responsible for 6% of the world’s 
greenhouse gases. As food rots, it gives off methane. 
So by picking the pollinator Russet apples rather than 
leaving them to fall from the trees, we help stop the 
climate being harmed by greenhouse gases. 

We also keep our Food Miles to a minimum by using 
as much British-grown fruit as possible. And we get all 
our citrus fruits from Europe rather than from further 
afi eld like the Americas and South Africa. On average 
51% come from Britain, and all our citrus fruits (46%) 
come from Europe.

And as well as making sure we reduce our carbon 
emissions each year, we also offset 110% of our 
remaining emissions in schemes that both  protect the 
rainforest, and plant native trees in the UK.

110%
of our

We
offset

CO2 e m issio
n s

REDUCE

Do you use left-over fruit?

Yes, and in a unique way.

We use traditional Russet 
apples that are rarely 
picked for the shops, so 
would otherwise be left 

to drop and rot. Russet apples are often 
used to help pollinate other apple trees, 
for example, Cox apples.  When Cox 
apples are picked, the farmers don’t pick 
the pollinator Russets at the same time 
because the shops often don’t want them. 
So Folkington’s steps in… pays the farmers 
a bit extra, and gets these Russets picked 
and juiced. And saved.

Your questions
answered
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Do you have a sustainable
sourcing policy?

Yes. From the day Folkington’s was founded we’ve 
made sure that we always return to the same farms 
and farming communities to source our ingredients. 
We think this is a better way of working than 
always shopping around for a better price.

It also means that we use the same varieties of 
fruit in our drink every year.  Which ensures that 
taste and quality is always reliable and consistent.

Are your ingredients 
natural?

Yes. Our motto “Farm Not Factory” sums up our 
approach to making drinks.  All our juices are “not 
from concentrate” (i.e. exactly as they are when 
the fruits are pressed) and our botanical ingredients 
have been naturally infused from the
original plants rather than processed in factories.

And apart from a little extra citric acid in a few 
drinks, we don’t add any artifi cial ingredients. 

Farm not
factory

Paul, with Mr Inghillere and his 

fabulous lemons in Sicily

Yes. We only use glass bottles (with 
metal caps) and aluminium cans. The 
plastic used to sleeve our juice bottles 
is easily separated from the bottle and 
is made from a widely recyclable plastic 
called P.E.T.

So each of the 
components 
can be easily 
separated for 
recycling.

Is your packaging
recyclable?

Your questions
answered
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The Workshop, Endlewick House, Arlington, East Sussex, BN26 6RU
T: 01323 485602   -   E: info@metrodrinks.co.uk   -   W: www.folkingtons.com


